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The Georgian alphabet known as mxedruH (from mxedari 'warrior') is used for writ-

ing the Modem Georgian literary language. It contains 33 characters and is written

from left to right with a space between words and a punctuation mark at the end of

sentences. Extra spaces are added between the characters of a word to indicate em-

phasis. MxedruH uses no diacritical marks and does not indicate stress, and in printed

form the characters are not connected in any way (though cursive handwriting in-

volves numerous ligatures). There are no capitals.

The general shape of mxedruli characters can be described in terms of their posi-

tion within four imaginary horizontal lines. Four of the characters fill only the space

between the two middle lines (e.g. o> a, co t), twelve have ascenders that fill the space

between the upper two lines as well (e.g. 2) Z?, 8 m, ^ r), twelve have descenders (e.g.

CO (i, ^1 /, 'g u), and five have both ascenders and descenders (e.g. i^t, ^k,^ c). In titles

and headlines it is usual to make all characters the same height, obliterating the dis-

tinction between ascenders and descenders: ^o^^c^'^qo co«i3^g^c:^f^^<i versus d^e^(J115J^n

s?58^0fn^ni5 kartuli damcerloba 'Georgian writing'. An attempt by the linguist

Akaki Shanidze (1887-1987) to introduce the characters of the Old Georgian alpha-

bet asomtavruU to mark proper names and sentence beginnings was unsuccessful,

though one finds asomtavruU characters used as capitals in his own works and in oc-

casionally in works written in his honor.

Historically, Georgian had no special symbols to express numbers, the mxedruli

characters being used for this purpose. The first nine characters expressed ones; the

second nine, tens; the third nine, hundreds; and the fourth nine, thousands. The final

symbol stood for 10,000.

TABLE 29.1 presents the characters of mxedruli. The transliteration system used

by linguists of Georgian is similar to one published in IKE (differing IKE versions are

given in parentheses). The character y (representing a glottalized uvular stop) is gen-

erally transliterated q (without a diacritic) because it has no nonglottalized counter-

part. (In a less satisfactory transliteration for mxedruli, that adopted by the Library of

Congress, lack of diacritic on voiceless consonants represents glottalization, while as-

piration is indicated with a diacritic; see Aronson 1992-93 for a critical discussion of

transliteration systems.)

The order of the characters of mxedruli follows that of the Greek alphabet, except

when a Greek character does not have a Georgian equivalent. In such cases, a non-
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equivalent Georgian character has been inserted. Eleven other characters of Georgian

that do not have equivalents in Greek appear at the end, between j k and the last char-

acter of the mxedruli alphabet, representing a sound equivalent to Greek omega; this

character has since been lost.

Sound-symbol correspondences

The Georgian alphabet is almost perfectly phonemic, with each character standing for

a single phoneme and each phoneme represented consistently by a single character.

With a few exceptions (noted below) there are no silent letters, i.e., every letter that is

written is pronounced.

AUophonic alternations are not usually represented in the orthography; e.g., both

velarized [4-] and nonvelarized [1], allophones of the same phoneme (Robins and

Waterson 1952: 63), are represented by the character q/. Similarly, [v], [w], and [p],

which seem to be in free variation (ibid.), are represented by 3 v. Voiced consonants

are subject to devoicing when initial, adjacent to a voiceless consonant, or final (ibid.

66), e.g. ^o(rrh kbils [k'bii-s] 'tooth (dative)'. Though most devoicing is not represent-

ed in the orthography, word-final /d/ of the adverbial case ending -ad is sometimes

written od t and not co d: j«:>^2»'^^ kargad [k'argat] 'well', also jo>(<^2^oa> kargat.

One may encounter characters that are written but not pronounced, particularly J

h and b s (when marking an indirect object) and 3 m, (^ r, and c:^ / (in clusters). Silent

3 h and b s are an orthographic reflection of an ongoing grammatical change. Though
required by prescriptive rules, these third person indirect object markers are frequent-

ly omitted in speech; hence they are often written but not pronounced (Robins and

Waterson 1952: 61, Aronson 1990: 173): ^^oobcg hkitxav [hk'itxav] or [k'itxav] 'you

will ask him something', b^Q(<^b seers [sc'ers] or [c'ers] 'he writes (it) to him'. Some
speakers omit these markers in writing as well.

Silent 3 m, f^ r, and c^i /, on the other hand, are a reflection of phonological pro-

cesses. Initial /m/ followed by a voiceless consonant is usually voiceless and some-

times not pronounced: ajocoo mcadi [mtf'adi] or [tf'adi] 'cornbread' (Vogt 1936: 13).

Georgian Ivl is weakened and often deleted, particularly in medial position in clusters:

cDc2)r^do>6coooo dabrjandit [dabrdzandit] or [dabdzandit] 'sit down' (ibid.). Loss of 8 m
and fo r is sometimes represented in the orthography, e.g. ^ocoo cadi 'cornbread (a sta-

ple food made from maize)', with numerous examples in Tschenkeli's dictionary, e.g.

2)^c)o>532)c:^- brjanebl given as a variant of the verb root 82)^do>&g2)Q- mbrjanebl 'ruler',

-2)clo6- bjan as a variant of -2)fncl65- brjan 'order'. Like /r/, /I/ may be lost in clusters:

bob^o^o saxlsi [saxlji] or [saxji] 'at home' (Vogt 1936: 15). The results of these and

other phonological processes, including fast speech phenomena, are not usually re-

flected in the orthography.
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The development of mxedruli

The earliest example of Georgian writing is from 430 c.e., an inscription in a church

in Palestine (Tsereteli 1961). It is written in a script completely unlike mxedruli,

known as asomtavruli 'capital letter', also called mrglovani 'rounded' because of the

rounded shapes of the characters in the earliest versions. Asomtavruli was in use from

the fifth to the ninth century, after which it was gradually replaced by a more angular

script called nusxa-xucuri, also known as kutxovani 'angular', used from the ninth to

the eleventh century. Nusxa-xucuri developed into the rounder mxedruli, which ap-

peared first in the tenth century and developed into a distinctly different shape by the

thirteenth (Schanidse 1982: 11-13, Gamkrelidze 1990: 204-5).

Mxedruli was initially restricted to secular functions, while the two older scripts

continued to be used in religious writings. At first, characters from both were mixed

together, but eventually nusxa-xucuri prevailed, and asomtavruli was confined to use

in titles and as the initial character of sentences. The two together are often called xu-

curi (from xucesi 'priest'). Ultimately mxedruli came to be used in religious writings

as well as secular ones (Schanidse 1982: 18).

The mxedruli characters underwent remarkably little change in shape from elev-

enth-century manuscripts, to their first appearance in print in 1669, to the form stan-

dard in twentieth-century printing (see examples in Ma^avariani 1989). Certain minor

additions to the alphabet were introduced by Anton I in the eighteenth century, while

more significant reform was conducted under the leadership of Ilia Chavchavadze in

the 1 860s (Dzidziguri 1986: 474). At that time five characters that no longer corre-

sponded to sounds of Modern Georgian were dropped.

Although Armenian sources credit Mesrop Mashtots' with the creation of

asomtavruli, this is effectively refuted by GamkreUdze (1990: 194-95). Popular leg-

ends as well as some scholarly treatments place the creation of the alphabet in pre-

Christian times, but Gamkrehdze (pp. 196-97) argues persuasively that it must have

followed the advent of Christianity in Georgia (circa 337); the forms of the letters are

freely invented in imitation of the Greek model.

Mxedruli is used almost exclusively for writing the Modem Georgian literary

language, based on the KartH dialect, but it has been used for writing in other Geor-

gian dialects as well. It has been used occasionally for writing Mingrelian, a language

related to Georgian, and was used at one time for writing Abkhaz, an unrelated lan-

guage of the Northwest Caucasian language family (Hewitt 1989: 18).

Sample of Georgian

1. Mxedruli: boo9b'^^o obAro(^o«gc;n<^ ^MC>foron2>o ^lonc^o 'lofocy^'^c^o C>52»0>Goii

2. Transliteration: somxuri istoriuli cqaroebi jveli kartuli anbanis

3. Transcription: somxuri ist'oriuli ts'qaroebi dzveh kartuli anbanis

4. Gloss: Armenian historical sources Old Georgian of.alphabet
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/. '3n^3G»»bb . . . f>8oQn 3nb(^ro3-8o)3a)mQb 8oO^Q^b.

2. sekmnas imave mesrop-mastocs miacers.

J. Jekmnas imave mesrop'majtots miats'ers

4. creation that,same Mesrop Mashtots' ascribes

3oa(^o>8 080

«

'30

magram amave

magram amave

but this.same

^c!>'i2>ob

2. cnobebis

3. tsnobebis

4. information

mixedvit irkveva rom

mixedvit irk'veva rom

according.to it.is.ascertained that

mesrop-mastocs

mesrop'ma/tots

Mesrop Mashtots'

2^68f (^ OQ bo gb

2. tvit ar iqo dauplebeli kartuls rac sruliad gamoricxavs

J. tvit ar iqo dauplebeli kartuls rats sruliad gamoritsxavs

4. self not was fluent Georgian which completely rules.out

/.
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